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ABOUT US

Videofashion launched the genre of fashion video in 1976 and our 

22,000-hour library is second to none.  We license programs, seg-

ments, and footage in 4K, HD and SD - that cover all aspects of fash-

ion including seasonal news, designers, models, style, beauty, swim-

wear, bridal, specials, events, men, classics, and even “late-night”.

We have helped launch channels worldwide -- including E! Entertain-

ment, Style Network, and Style International; Fashion Television in 

Canada; Zeeʼs TV Trendz in India; Chic TV in Thailand; SICʼs Wom-

enʼs Channel in Portugal; Fashion Box in Europe; TCastʼs Fashion 
Channel in Korea; World Fashion Channel; and recently, Babylon in 

Kurdistan and Hola! TV in the United States and Latin America.

Continuing to stay out in front, we started the Videofashion Daily 

News Service in order to supply all media markets with short-form 

fashion news and topical segments through a contstantly-updating 

mRSS feed.

We shoot and edit all of our own new content — in 4K — and our mis-

sion is to share our love for the art of fashion with audiences 

world-wide on all media platforms -- by producing in-depth, intelli-

gent, and captivating fashion, beauty, and lifestyle programming. 03



DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
Videofashion offers all content for digital distribution and in 2015 we launched 
our new “Videofashion Daily News Service.”

Available as a daily, weekly, or monthly package! 

ADD ON PACKAGES:
VIDEOFASHION FEATURES: 2-8 minutes
Segments featuring shoes, jewelry, hats, bags, accessories, boutiques, special events, model and designer profiles, 
Bridal, Miami Swim, Videofashion Vault, and much, much more.  You name it - We’ve got it!

VF VAULT

VF STYLE

VF EVENTS

VF ELITE

VF BRIDAL

VF SWIM

VF MODELS

VF DESIGNERS

VIDEOFASHION - NOW IN 4K
Seeing is believing!!

Fashion in 4K is absolutely stunning -- and Videofashion has 100 hours of 
beautiful 4K Ultra HD programming available for 2016/2017.  We’re covering 
more than 200 designers across the globe using state-of-the-art 4K produc-
tion technology to get an up-close look at the hottest fashion from New York, 
London, Milan, Paris, Bridal, Miami Swim, Men’s Collections, Special Events, 
Award Shows, Galleries, Exhibits, Openings, Shoes, Hats, Bags, Jewelry, Fash-
ion Technology, Lingerie... WE HAVE IT ALL.

We’re using cinema-quality 35mm sensors and top-of-the-line broadcast lenses to pro-
duce content in native 4K resolution of 3840 x 2160 at 60 fps
High volumes of programming to help you launch your 4K channel

Seven series available in 4K: Videofashion News, Videofashion Collections, Videofashion 
Specials, Videofashion Men, Videofashion Style, Videofashion People, and The Year in 
Fashion
On AND off the runway!  Videofashion is the only fashion programmer that gives you red 
carpet, backstage, hair stylists, makeup artists, exclusive interviews, and more

100 HOURS FOR 2016/2017

VIDEOFASHION DAILY NEWS SERVICE
The Videofashion Daily News Service gives you a daily feed of short-form segments covering ALL 
aspects of the Fashion World. This MRSS feed, complete with full metadata package, is an easy and 
reliable way to deliver top quality HD content to your viewers. Videofashion segments currently 
average over 30 million views per month and millions of people can’t be wrong!

VIDEOFASHION MOMENT: 30-60 seconds  
Segments targeting specific highlights of fashion, including "How-To" with the Stylists, special 
Backstage and Front Row moments, Trends and interviews with Designers, Models, & Celebrities. 

VIDEOFASHION FIRST LOOK: 1 minute 
1 minute segments featuring runway highlights with music and no voiceover. 

BEAUTY BUZZ: 1-3 minutes
1-3 minute segments featuring backstage beauty tips and interviews with the 
stylists. 

VIDEOFASHION COLLECTIONS: 5-8 minutes
5-8 minute segments featuring exclusive runway, red carpet, and backstage inter-
views from the biggest fashion events around the world.  

VIDEOFASHION NEWS: 2-5 minutes
2-5 minute segments featuring the latest runway, trends, events, and news.

VF TRENDS

VF BACKSTAGE

VF FRONT ROW

VF HOW-TO
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VOICE OVERSEASONAL 
 VIDEOFASHION NEWS - 4K
 VIDEOFASHION COLLECTIONS - 4K
 FASHION VIP - 4K

DESIGNERS
 VIDEOFASHION DESIGNERS
 DESIGNER DNA
 DESIGNER MARATHON
 THE DESIGNERS

VARIETY
 VIDEOFASHION SPECIALS - 4K
 VIDEOFASHION SPOTLIGHT - 4K
 VIDEOFASHION MEN - 4K
 VIDEOFASHION STYLE - 4K
 ELEMENTS OF STYLE
 VIDEOFASHION PEOPLE - 4K
 THE YEAR IN FASHION - 4K
 FASHION CLASSICS

MODELS
 VIDEOFASHION MODELS
 MODEL TV

LATE NIGHT
 FASHION UNCENSORED UNCUT
 FASHION UNCENSORED
 THE BIKINI OPEN
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SEASONAL

VIDEOFASHION NEWS - 4K
52 programs/year | With Voiceover 
All available in 4K (and HD) | 24 minute run time 
Videofashion News is the worldʼs most popular 
fashion news television series featuring the most 
current fashion trends from the major fashion capitals 
-- New York, London, Milan, and Paris -- along with 
special reports on bridal, resort and Miami Swim.  
This fast-paced,  magazine-format series goes beyond 
the catwalk, from the glitz of the front row to the 
bedlam backstage, with the worldʼs greatest design-
ers, supermodels, celebrities, rising stars, beauty 
makers, photographers, press and fashion luminaries. 
Weʼve got every fashion topic covered head to toe -- 
from hats to shoes, boutiques to museum exhibits, on 
the red carpet and behind the scenes. Itʼs got it all. 
Videofashion News is intelligent style, visually 
enthralling, informative, and entertaining. Itʼs the first 
and last word in fashion news.
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FASHION VIP - 4K
26 programs per Fashion Season| Music and Visuals 
Only| 
Available in 4K (and HD) | 48 minute run time
This 48 minute series embraces the visual reality that 
fashion does indeed "speak for itself". Fashion VIP 
has no voice over and no on-camera talking heads.  It 
provides viewers with a front-row seat to current 
fashion shows in New York, London, Milan, Paris and 
Miami: pret-a-porter, couture,bridal, men's, and 
swimwear.   Program segments vary from  5 to 10 
minutes each reflecting the complete collection as 
shown by the designer. There are no interviews -- just 
pure 100% non-stop fashion edited to new great 
music and dynamic graphics.  No translation 
required. 

VIDEOFASHION COLLECTIONS - 4K
104 programs/year (52 programs per season)  
No Voiceover  | All available in 4K (and HD)
24 minute run time
Videofashion Collections is a front row seat to the 
creative genius of New York, London, Milan and Paris 
Fashion Weeks that set the fashion trends for Spring/-
Summer and Autumn/Winter. Videofashion Collections 
delivers comprehensive and rapid coverage of each 
major fashion show, complete with extensive and 
unparalleled VIP access to, and interviews with: 
designers, fashion editors, makeup artists, models, 
fashion luminaries, and celebrities. These programs 
are all shot in 4K, immediately edited into longer, 
comprehensive segments on each featured designer -- 
and are produced for rapid, world-wide distribution.

DESIGNERS
VIDEOFASHION DESIGNERS
52 programs available | With Voiceover
Available in HD | 24 minute run time
Videofashion Designers showcases the prolific artistry, signature trademarks, and brilliant minds behind 
fashion's most venerated 21st century designers. A fashion designerʼs impact goes beyond the runway. They 
change the way we look at ourselves and the people around us. Videofashion Designers chronicles their past 
successes and follows their evolution into the 21st century. Trace their histories through signature collections, 
retrospectives and museum exhibits to get down to the core of what sets one designer apart from the next. In 
conjunction with interviews, red carpet spotlights and press coverage, Videofashion Designers highlights both 
the personal and professional accomplishments of the designers themselves. We follow designers on 
showroom and atelier visits and behind the scenes. This series honors the triumphs and tragedies of design 
luminaries and fresh new faces to deliver an expansive 21st century overview of their luxuriant careers.

DESIGNER DNA 
13 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in HD| 48 minute run time
The Designer DNA series is a comprehensive study of the essence of a designer. Designer DNA breaks down 
the elements and trademarks that, when put together, uniquely combine to make up a designerʼs distinctive 
signature. Get down to the nuts and bolts of what sets one designer apart from another.

DESIGNER MARATHON
79 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in SD| 48 minute run time 
In a world where designer labels come and go at 
the drop of a fashionable hat, only the strongest survive. 
Designer Marathon takes you from the humblest of 
beginnings through the most spectacular creations that 
catapulted these designers and design houses to fame. 
We map out a career timeline of the most influential 
trendsetters of the last three decades as they build their 
far-reaching fashion empires.

THE DESIGNERS
34 programs available | With Voiceover
Available in SD | 24 minute run time 
Icons. Legends. Provocateurs. The Designers is a 
biographical program series which profiles the most 
important fashion makers of the last three decades and 
tracks their careers and lives outside of fashion. Visit the 
designerʼs studios, mingle backstage at their shows, and 
tour their boutiques. Become intimately acquainted with 
each superstarʼs collections, design philosophy, signature 
style, and creative inspiration.

Karl Lagerfeld



VARIETY
VIDEOFASHION SPECIALS - 4K
117 programs available | Limited Voiceover 
Available in 4K (and HD)| 24 minute run time 
Videofashion Specials covers news-based fashion 
from A-Z, themed for editorial depth and long shelf 
life. Specials icludes Videofashion Brides and 
Videofashion Swim, along with select topics from 
Fashion Weeks such as beauty and resort, awards 
shows, museum exhibits, emerging trends and news 
events that trigger editorial stories with depth. This 
series features important and entertaining fashion 
subjects that have everlasting interest, such as 
“Women Who Rule the Fashion World”, “The 
World of Haute Couture”, and “The Models as 
Muse”. These programs are fun, informative, timely 
and timeless. 

VIDEOFASHION MEN - 4K
126 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in 4K/HD/SD | 24 minute run time
Fashion isn't just for and about the ladies. Video-
fashion Men was launched in 1984 as the first 
ongoing program series devoted to seasonal men's 
fashion. This magazine format series delivers the 
current fashions and details the direction of the 
latest American collections -- the newest looks, the 
trendy sportswear, the model profiles and celebrity 
interviews. Meet the men behind the suits: the top 
designers; the hottest models; the celebrities on the 
runway and on the silver screen.

VIDEOFASHION STYLE - 4K
39 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in 4K (and HD) | 24 minute run time
Videofashion Style examines every facet of 
fashion to better define what constitutes style. 
Consider textiles and fabrication, visit designer 
homes and discover eco-fashion in this magazine 
format series. Topical 3-5 minute segments feature 
subjects such as famous photographers, artisans, 
and designers finding inspiration in art, street style, 
celebrity obsession and more. As style always refer-
ences the past, present and future, Videofashion 
Style is programming that keeps you current.

ELEMENTS OF STYLE
39 programs available | With Voiceover
Available in HD/SD | 24 minute run time
Style is that special something that is made up of so 
many different elements. We break it down for you 
here with Elements of Style, an in-depth look at all 
things that matter. Swoon over shoes so divine that 
you feel guilty letting them touch the ground. Peer 
through the lenses of famous fashion photogra-
phers. Visit designer homes. Discover ecofashion. 
Go to Hollywood in style.

THE YEAR IN FASHION - 4K
32 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in 4K/HD/SD | 48 minute run time
Each year brings us new looks, new trends, new 
designers, new models. Some are unforgettable, 
and some weʼd rather forget, but it all came togeth-
er to give each year its own distinctive feel. The 
Year in Fashion is the definitive series on the history 
of fashion, highlighting the most important moments 
in fashion history. This documentary series chroni-
cles the ups and downs of each year in fashion 
since 1985.

FASHION CLASSICS
78 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in HD/SD | 24 minute run time
We apologize for the side ponytails and the neon 
legwarmers. Not every fad was a brilliant one. 
Thankfully, we can look back at them now and 
laugh as we expertly separate the mistakes of the 
moment from the looks that endure through time. 
Fashion Classics revisits the very best-of-the-best 
from Videofashionʼs extensive library, bringing a 
contemporary perspective to some gems from fash-
ionʼs not-so-distant past.

VIDEOFASHION PEOPLE - 4K
13 programs in 2016 | With Voiceover 
Available in 4K (and HD) | 24 minute run time
Videofashion People knows that fashion is people, and it 
takes more than a single name to launch an empire with stay-
ing power. This series profiles the stars of the fashion industry 
who have distinguished themselves for contributions above 
and beyond the fields for which they are already known and 
famous. Videofashion People whisks viewers away from 
celebrity-filled red carpets to behind the scenes of exclusive 
events in order to shed some light on the other industry taste-
makers - those who contribute in so many ways to what we 
wear, how we look, and what weʼll see in magazines and on 
the racks next. This series showcases pattern makers, stylists, 
tailors, show producers, PR executives and curators, among 
numerous other movers and shakers of the fashion industry. 

VIDEOFASHION SPOTLIGHT - 4K
13 programs per Fashion Season  
Available in 4K (and HD) | 24 minute run time 
Videofashion Spotlight is our newest revolutionary 
concept in fashion programming. Each program is 
designed in a highly flexible modular format of very 
short segments from 30-180 seconds in length that 
"spotlight" your fashion favorites: from important 
trends, the “Top 10” in Runway Looks, highlights 
from backstage, the Red Carpet, “must-haves" and 
more. It's your insta-glam guide to all the current 
fashion and beauty buzz of what's hot -- perfect for 
fashionistas of all ages, everywhere. Every short 
segment tells its own powerful visual story with select 
exclusive interviews and dynamic music while 
enhanced by dramatic universal graphics. This is 
great programming played in its entirety for televi-
sion or broken up for digital and mobile platforms.



MODELS

VIDEOFASHION MODELS
39 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in HD | 24 minute run time
Videofashion Models is an entertaining and informative model countdown consisting of real-time footage from 
modelsʼ backstage preparations, on-location interviews, photo shoots, fittings, special appearances, and 
catwalk exits, giving viewers the inside track to a modelʼs life and career. Videofashionʼs team of experienced 
producers rank the models in each program category. As the model countdown progresses, the favorite model 
within the category airs at the end of the program. This series is easy to localize and to integrate with social 
media participation; Videofashion Models is fun to watch, even more exciting to participate in, and a cliffhang-
er until the very end!

MODEL TV 
78 programs available | With Voiceover 
Available in HD/SD | 24 minute run time
Youʼve seen them strutting down the runways, 
fixing their sultry stares on you from magazine 
covers and billboards. Some of these beautiful 
people are household names. Others are fresh, 
new faces of the next-generation supermodels. 
The Model TV series introduces you to more 
than 500 models as youʼve never seen them 
before.

LATE NIGHT

FASHION UNCENSORED UNCUT - 4K
93 programs available | No Voiceover | Edited to new music  
Available in 4K/HD/SD | 48 minute run time
Fashion Uncensored Uncut is an extension of the most risqué fashion shows of the top designers in New 
York, London, Milan, and Paris - Real-time, classy/sexy fashion edited to music. These programs harness 
raw sex appeal in uncut, uncensored, unedited catwalk presentations, including the material that hit the 
cutting room floor when the original Fashion Uncensored programs were made.

FASHION UNCENSORED
13 programs available | Limited Voiceover 
Available in SD | 24 minute run time 
Fashion Uncensored is the high fashionʼs steamy, but tasteful contribution to the too-hot-for-daytime genre. 
This provocative, tightly edited series takes you front-row to runways so sizzling, weʼre surprised they 
donʼt melt. Barely-there lingerie, see-through-fabrics, and miles of skin steal the stage as top designers 
and models titillate us with their sexiest, most crowd-pleasing performances yet. You can thank us later.

THE BIKINI OPEN
14 programs available | Limited Voiceover 
Available in SD | 96 minute run time
Ah, bikini! Ah, ah, bikini! The Bikini Open is 
a cheeky, retro series featuring menʼs and 
womenʼs swimsuit, fitness, and modeling 
competitions from the early 90s. Women in 
thong bikinis, men in Speedos, tanned limbs 
flying about, and hips gyrating to music. 
This is early reality TV: interactive viewer 
polls and candid camera moments featuring 
good, clean fun. Wink.



DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
Videofashion offers all content for digital distribution and in 2015 we launched 
our new “Videofashion Daily News Service.”

Available as a daily, weekly, or monthly package! 

VIDEOFASHION DAILY NEWS SERVICE
The Videofashion Daily News Service gives you a daily feed of short-form segments covering ALL 
aspects of the Fashion World. This MRSS feed, complete with full metadata package, is an easy and 
reliable way to deliver top quality HD content to your viewers. Videofashion segments currently 
average over 30 million views per month and millions of people can’t be wrong!

VIDEOFASHION MOMENT: 30-60 seconds  
Segments targeting specific highlights of fashion, including "How-To" with the Stylists, special 
Backstage and Front Row moments, Trends and interviews with Designers, Models, & Celebrities. 

VIDEOFASHION FIRST LOOK: 1 minute 
1 minute segments featuring runway highlights with music and no voiceover. 

BEAUTY BUZZ: 1-3 minutes
1-3 minute segments featuring backstage beauty tips and interviews with the 
stylists. 

VIDEOFASHION COLLECTIONS: 5-8 minutes
5-8 minute segments featuring exclusive runway, red carpet, and backstage inter-
views from the biggest fashion events around the world.  

ADD ON PACKAGES:
VIDEOFASHION FEATURES: 2-8 minutes
Segments featuring shoes, jewelry, hats, bags, accessories, boutiques, special events, model and designer profiles, 
Bridal, Miami Swim, Videofashion Vault, and much, much more.  You name it - We’ve got it!

VF VAULT

VF STYLE

VF EVENTS

VF ELITE

VF BRIDAL

VF SWIM

VF MODELS

VF DESIGNERS

VIDEOFASHION NEWS: 2-5 minutes
2-5 minute segments featuring the latest runway, trends, events, and news.

VF TRENDS

VF BACKSTAGE

VF FRONT ROW

VF HOW-TO



VIDEOFASHION ASIA-PACIFIC
Est. 2015
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VIDEOFASHION GOES EAST!

VIDEOFASHION ASIA-PACIFIC TO SERVE AP MARKETS

Formed in 2015, Videofashion Asia-Pacific is a joint-venture business 
operation with its headquarters in Singapore, set up specifically to serve 
the region’s fashion content needs.

Headed by media veteran Michael K TAN, Videofashion Asia-Pacific 
will bring the renowned Videofashion brand of programs and content to 
the region catering to conventional and new media services alike. 
Whether it is fashion content to create a channel, help launch channels, 
carry on existing channels or platforms; to populate websites, buzz up 
outdoor media etc., VIDEOFASHION ASIA PACIFIC will be able to 
provide customised solutions or simply serve up pumping fashion news 
and specials au naturel.

Exciting developments in 4K programming, new program formats and 
series are all now available directly to you, the customer in the Asia-Pa-
cific!

For enquiries on a fashion content solution for your business, please 
contact us at:

Sales@videofashion.com.sg or, michael@videofashion.com.sg

Let Videofashion help power your business forward!

LIBRARY

The Videofashion Library captures the news and history of four decades of 

fashion, beauty and lifestyle subjects, making it the largest and most 

comprehensive fashion video library in the world: 22,000 hours of unedited 
footage, 18 program series, 2,000 completed programs and 18,000 editorial 

segments. 

The extensive Videofashion Library includes footage and segments of every-

thing from the last 40 years of designer collections out of New York, London, 

Milan, and Paris to models, celebrities, designers, behind the scenes, exteriors, 

etc. – including New York Bridal Week, Miami Swim and Videofashion's propri-

etary compilation of 30 hours of exclusive National Archives black and white 

footage from 1929 to 1967 which documents such events as 1930s fashion 

shows, First Ladies, celebrities, Hollywood and more.

4K  -  HD -  SD
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